5 radKIDS Plans
To share and discuss with children

If ANY Grown Up you don’t know comes up and tries to
talk with you, What’s Your Plan? Keep a Safe Distance,
and go to a Safe Zone or to another Grown Up you trust.
Remember: All radKIDS know it is not your job to help a
Grown Up YOU don’t know you can go to a safe zone and tell

not limited by
Expectations created by
“Do’s and Don’ts”
radKIDS are COOL kids who don’t let anyone hurt them
and they don’t have “rules” (Do’s and Don’ts), they make
radKIDS Plans based on the three(3) things…

All radKIDS Learn and Know
•

NO ONE has the right to hurt them (5‐105 years old) NO ONE
because they are SPECIAL.

•

radKIDS don’t have the right to hurt anyone else (including
themselves) Unless someone is trying to hurt them and then
they have every right to STOP THEM. (In radKIDS we teach
all kids how to physically resist‐stop and escape‐ violence).

•

If anyone has ever hurt you or tries to hurt you or make you
feel bad inside or out, IT IS NOT YOUR FAULT and since it is
not your fault YOU CAN TELL and keep telling until someone
helps you.

Education is the only thing that can replace fear
with opportunity, options and choices
~Stephen Daley radKIDS Founder/CEO

If ANY Grown Up /Adult you don’t know or trust ASKS
YOU for help or OFFERS you ANYTHING without MOM or
DAD’s permission, What’s Your Plan? radKIDS say, “NO”
in a LOUD VOICE and RUN to a Safe Zone or Grown Up you
Trust and tell them because radKIDS know: It is not their
job to help a Grown Up it’s a Grown Up’s job so tell a Grown
Up you TRUST.
If ANYONE you don’t know approaches you in a CAR and
asks you for help or directions, What’s Your Plan?
radKIDS Know it is not their job to help a Grown Up so,
They say, “NO” and always stay 3 GIANT STEPS back from
the car and RUN to a Safe Zone.
If ANYONE touches you then asks you to keep it a SECRET
or tells you something BAD will happen to you or someone
you love. What’s Your Plan? radKIDS Know: No One has
the right to hurt you or touch you because you are SPECIAL
so radKIDS say “NO” and “RUN to a Safe Zone” and TELL
Because they know it is a TRICK and not their fault.
If ANYONE grabs you or tries to take you away, What’s
Your Plan? Yell Loud, “NO” , HIT HARD and RUN FAST to a
Safe Zone because all radKIDS Know, NO One Has the

Right to Hurt You, You CAN STOP THEM and It’s not
your FAULT so you can Tell.
You have now taken the first steps to help your child become a radKID (a
cool kid that doesn’t let anyone hurt them) The NEXT STEP is to sign up for
our radKIDS 4 Hour Online Parental class or
Find a radKIDS CLASS near you by visiting our website to find a program
near you http://www.radkids.org/ or learn how to Bring radKIDS to you and
your community at www.radKIDS.org

